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Dr. Sudarsan Padmanabhan of the Department of Humanities and Social Sciences 
introduced the Centre for Comparative European Union Studies that is a result of a 
treaty signed between India and the European Union. This treaty has led to the 
establishment of six such EU Studies Centres in the European Union and nine in 
India. The endeavour of this relationship is to engage in multi-level disciplines and 
interactions. Dr. Padmanabhan also mentioned that the Project focuses on two 
streams of discourse. The first deals with Democracy and Development and the 
second with Global Politics and International Relations, which is what the 2nd 
International CCEUS Conference focuses on. 

Following Dr. Padmanabhan’s introduction to the Centre, Prof. Sudhir Chella Rajan, 
Head of Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, IIT-Madras provided a brief 
introduction about the history and evolution of the DoHSS at IIT-Madras which was 
followed by Dr. Sonika Gupta’s introduction to the Seminar. 

Dr. Sonika Gupta set the tone for the day by addressing some key issues of the social 
sciences that dealt with questions of participation, political agency and structure of 
governance for a contemporary globalised world. The project is both, a discussion of 
cosmopolitanism’s theoretical foundation and philosophical orientation and its 
impact and implications for institutionalisation of the cosmopolitan ideas in global 
politics. Today, the theory and practice of international relations is tackling issues at 
the philosophical as well as institutional levels, with the transition from what John 
Lewis Gaddis (1989) calls the ‘Long Peace’ of bi-polarity to an unprecedented 
consensus on capitalism as the organising principle of global economy and society, 
to a situation today in which technology enabled participation is presenting huge 
challenges to the broad agreement on capitalism and its attendant liberal political 
community. What is the impact of the cosmopolitan discourse on International 
Relations Theory? IR as a discipline deals with fundamental concepts of 
cosmopolitanism- the location and production of power in world politics. With the 
normative turn in International Relations, ethical enquiry has become a legitimate 
category in conceptualisations of world order. However, while cosmopolitan 
concerns are increasingly addressed primarily within interdisciplinary frameworks 
of political philosophy and international law, there is little by way of systematically 
exploring a cosmopolitan theory of international relations. 



The four themes, that are the focus of this Conference, namely sovereignty, 
citizenship, territory and nationalism are inspired by Andrew Linklater’s seminal 
work Transformation of Political Community: Ethical Foundations of the post-
Westphalian Era (1998). The Conference aims to focus on whether we can put forth a 
cosmopolitan theory of international relations, its basic assumptions, the basic unit 
of international relations, the behaviour of this unit and the nature of the system. The 
Conference further seeks to examine the categories of ‘international relations’, ‘world 
politics’ and ‘global politics’.  

With the intensification of globalisation, there is increasing use of the concept of 
global politics, as opposed to international relations. ‘Global politics’ prioritises the 
interconnected nature of the contemporary world while keeping the state at its 
centre. International relations, on the other hand, originated as a discipline during 
the inter-war period in Europe and reflects the largely European and American 
responses to the two world wars. Over the decades, international relations has 
responded to various shifts in the global order in terms of economic, cultural and 
technological power. All of the strands of theorising in IR today, whether they are 
neo-realist, structuralist, constructivist or critical, recognise that globalisation is 
reshaping the traditional state to state relations. Here, the category of ‘global politics’ 
is seen as more representative of the nature of contemporary world politics than 
‘inter-national’ relations, with its stress on the sovereignty of states in today’s global 
system. 

There is a need to theorise cosmopolitanism into IR because IR as a discipline is 
reflexively constructed. While both, the discipline and the practice of IR remain 
significantly dominated realism and neo-realism, the normative turn in global 
politics has had a significant impact on framing of issues and proposing of problems 
especially in the debate over global institutions. However, a pertinent enquiry would 
be to examine practices and evolution of institutions in contemporary international 
relations. Again, this enquiry is not into whether we are in the cosmopolitan world 
order but to look at its basic assumptions. This empirical enquiry in the spirit of 
reflexivity opens up the dominant assumptions of international politics to debate 
and possibly, change. 

Subsequent to Prof. Gupta’s introductory speech, Prof. Bhaskar Ramamurthy, 
Director of IIT-Madras gave the inaugural address wherein he highlighted the 
importance of introducing diversity in the scholarship by exhorting the Indian 
scholars to enrich the global political discourse with their Indian experiences while 
simultaneously appreciating the similarities between India and the European Union 
in the context of the diverse union of sovereignty, citizenship, territoriality and 
nationalism. 

 



Daniele Archibugi 

The keynote session was inaugurated by Prof. Daniele Archibugi of the Italian 
National Research Council who presented his paper, Cosmopolitan Democracy: 
Paths and Agents (2011) that he co-authored with David Held. In this paper, Prof. 
Archibugi highlights the concept of Cosmopolitan Democracy- a perspective that has 
not been developed so far in the West. In this paper, Held and Archibugi attempt to 
address two issues: a) what can be done to get closer to modern democratic 
institutions and b) who will be the agents who will initiate this process. He also 
stressed the shift in perspective from democracy being the ‘only legitimate form of 
government’ to a condition which finds it difficult to accommodate global 
democracy. In this context, he acknowledges that democratic schizophrenia is 
indeed a reality, given how some states continue to be democratic internally, but do 
not subscribe to it at the international level. If this is the case, then what are the 
sources of legitimacy in non-democratic countries? 

It is these questions which exhort a different approach- one that emphasises the 
importance of participation and understands democracy as a process rather than a 
mere concept. In their paper, Held and Archibugi seek to convert the academic 
richness of cosmopolitan democracy into real world applicability. For this, it is 
important to identify the agents of cosmopolitan democracy. Held and Archibugi 
argue that even if a form of global governance that bears some of the fundamental 
values and norms of democracy is achieved, it has to be attributed to not one but 
several factors that include transformations at the local, regional, national and global 
levels through several agents and stakeholders. 

It is through these agents that the path towards cosmopolitan democracy can be 
paved. In the next section, Held and Archibugi enumerate these agents, the first of 
which as ‘States as champions of cosmopolitanism’ within their physical boundaries. 
A state willing to fight for the cosmopolitan cause ought to take steps towards 
reducing the disparities between the natives and aliens and providing both equal 
amounts of political rights. While a ‘cosmopolitan state’ may seem oxymoronic, Held 
and Archibugi underline that cosmopolitanism is a ‘a set of values and practices that 
can be implemented by any political institution, including the state’. The second 
agent is foreign policy, and a democratic state’s duty is to use its foreign policy 
instruments to earn a good name and gain solidarity in the international realm. The 
third agent is international organisations, which through reforms towards 
transparency and accountability become effective instruments of cosmopolitan 
democracy at the national as well as international level. Citizen’s participation in 
global politics through assemblies that are parallel and independent from those of 
their national political institutions are sought through the creation of a World 
Parliamentary Assembly that concentrates on the most pressing issues of global 
politics. The creation of this institution is especially important because it ‘may be the 



instrument that could minimize political exclusion providing political representation 
and also attribute competences and functions to dedicated functional areas where 
the relative importance of stakeholders is not properly acknowledged.’ Recognising 
political communities without boundaries as legitimate stakeholders is another step 
towards achieving cosmopolitan democracy, especially given their commitment to 
transnational issues and global social justice. 

Who will be the political and social agents who would aid these stakeholders in 
achieving a cosmopolitan democracy? The first are the dispossessed who strive to 
fight against exclusion and gain admission to fundamental decision-making 
opportunities. The second are the economically deprived migrants, who, in search of 
greener pastures, seek opportunities in more developed and democratic societies 
than their own. The third are a collective group, referred to sociologically as 
‘cosmopolitan groups’. In order to underline the relevance of this group to their 
mandate, Held and Archibugi argue that ‘The available empirical evidence shows 
that as many as 15 per cent of the world’s inhabitants perceive their principal 
identity as post-national  (either regional or cosmopolitan), compared with 38 
percent who privilege their national and 47 percent their local identity.’ The next 
group are global stakeholders and civil society, with their unprecedented ability to 
mobilise resources and lobby, at both, the national and international levels. Global 
Political parties such as the Socialist International, the Greens and Liberalist 
International to name a few, are the face of the changing terrain of global politics. 
This is particularly well spelt out in the case of the European Union. Trade Unions 
and labour movements are equally relevant with the advent of transnational 
businesses. And finally, Multinational Corporations are formidable agents of 
globalisation and transnational developments and not acknowledging their role 
would be a mistake. Given their dominance over global capital and seemingly 
omnipotent lobbying power, it is important to employ them as instruments towards 
effective global governance. In conclusion, Held and Archibugi exhort for a bottom-
up democracy movement towards achieving greater political accountability. 

Arvind Sivaramakrishnan initiated the discussion by observing that the field of 
international relations today, is very different from the one 20 years ago. At that 
time, if democracy figured at all in the academic discourse, it was primarily in the 
internal functionings of nations. He also derives from Held and Archibugi in 
pointing out that those who act for states are less likely to justify their actions based 
on national interests. In contrast, the secular democratisation process is represented 
by unarmed people challenging powerful dictatorships such as those in the Middle 
East and North Africa. Thus, it is necessary to categorise the agents that embody 
global democracy. It is important for these institutions to function within a 
cosmopolitan framework, because it is cosmopolitanism that bears far reaching 
effects. Hence, new spaces need to be created to accommodate cosmopolitanism in 



the IR discourse and Held and Archibugi, Sivaramakrishnan acknowledges that they 
have done the discipline a great service by providing the specifics. 

The discussion that followed explored the desirability and applicability of 
democracy, the difference between cosmopolitan democracy and representational 
democracy especially with respect to the conceptual clarification of the subjects, the 
importance of technology enabled participation as an exclusive category, because it 
allows for participation across existing agents. There were also reservations 
regarding the formalised nature of cosmopolitanism, as informal channels have 
more potential to be effective agents of change, in comparison to the formal channels 
mentioned in Held and Archibugi’s conceptualisation of cosmopolitan democracy. 
This formalisation also highlights how cosmopolitan democracy tends to make 
accountable only those with power and overlooks the fact that there are multiple 
ways of democratising the state. To this, Archibugi’s response was that cosmopolitan 
democracy ought to be a replica of what we already know, since democracy has a 
historical precedence of reinventing itself, the federalist papers, being one example. 
The reason for not enumerating technology based is because of its ubiquitous 
necessity in all ladders of political participation.  

There were also questions that were raised regarding cosmopolitan democracy’s 
perspectives on war, capitalism and the definition of a ‘global civil society’, 
especially since Global Jihad could also be termed as cosmopolitan. The link between 
cosmopolitanism and institutionalisation also led to discussions on the degree of 
democratisation exercised by various international organisations, the ASEAN being 
an apt example. With respect to war, Archibugi categorically stated that 
cosmopolitan democracy was against war and did not accommodate it, whether it 
was justified as human intervention or as a regulatory practice. Archibugi concluded 
the session by explaining the relationship between globalisation and democracy, a 
concern that was highlighted throughout the discussions. According to Archibugi, 
globalisation is what is and cosmopolitanism is what ought to be, and it is precisely 
for this reason why participation of citizens is imperative to the process.  

 

Jayashree Vivekanandan 

Jayashree Vivekanandan aimed to track the international trajectory of 
cosmopolitanism over International Relations theory and through her paper, ‘One 
World or Many? Critical Reflections on Cosmopolitanism and International Relations’, 
where she critically maps the transition of cosmopolitanism from morality to 
operationalization. 

Vivekanandan wishes to explore two key areas- first, the extent to which the 
emphasis on shared values and collective action has challenged traditional 



perspectives in IR theory and second, any change in the method of rethinking the 
value orientation of what constitutes the international domain, scale of politics and 
the unit type. Vivekanandan critically analyses the extent to which IR theory is ready 
to adapt itself to these transformations. For a successful transition, Vivekanandan 
argues that IR will have to offer a ‘robust theory of the state’ that can effectively 
operationalise its understanding of a moral community. 

With the increasing complexity of issues from the changing nature of war to 
renewed discourses on development that International Relations has to engage with, 
Vivekanandan feels that there is no other apt time for cosmopolitanism to make its 
necessity felt.  

What is of interest to Vivekanandan is the juxtaposition of IR and cosmopolitanism, 
given their seemingly diverse orientations. Though IR is more comfortable in 
engaging with stable, enclosed territorial spaces dominated by a positivist and realist 
perspective, it has been forced to accommodate issues pertaining to human rights, 
environment and culture. At the same time, as Vivekanandan points out, “the 
discursive space for concerns that occupy the attention of the cosmopolitan theorist 
may be wider and more visible today, but it is by no means a novel one. The liberal 
tradition has for long been engaged in a pitched battle with realism over the moral 
appeal of universal values, an intellectual duel of such epic proportions that is was 
termed the first Great Debate within IR.” Further exploring the relationship between 
cosmopolitanism and IR, Vivekanandan succinctly explains the characteristics of 
cosmopolitanism that justify its compatibility with IR theory. Unlike universalism, 
cosmopolitanism ‘recognises the centrality of the context’ and the rules are set within 
the cosmopolitan framework. Thus, cosmopolitanism seeks the support of 
institutional framework in bringing about change. Given its added emphasis 
towards legalism, the paper shows that cosmopolitanism does not contribute to 
additional multilevel governance; instead, it seeks to make them function under a 
legal structure that reinforces overarching principles of international law. This 
character of cosmopolitanism makes it seem like the product of IR’s liberal 
institutionalist vision. 

At the same time, the discipline proves to be an inhospitable territory for 
cosmopolitanism. This can probably be attributed to IR’s inflexibility towards 
anything that challenges its statist perspective, dominated by causal explanations. 
This makes it particularly difficult to map the degree of ideational influence, if any at 
all, on the behaviour of the state- a feature of particular interest to cosmopolitanism. 
So how will the two seemingly contradictory concepts reconcile? For Vivekanandan, 
the answer lies in cosmopolitanism and ‘the approach’s  abiding emphasis on the 
need to develop a sense of belonging to a collectivity, a social whole larger than the 
sum of its parts has proven especially hard to operationalize.’ As John Dryzek (2006) 



highlights, there is a need to explore alternatives to the constitutionalisation 
framework, especially with the advent of the democratic deficit. 

Another potential area of friction between cosmopolitanism and international 
relations is attributed to cosmopolitanism’s under-theorisation of the state. Given its 
multidisciplinary associations, Vivekanandan finds it difficult to understand 
cosmopolitanism’s unwillingness to engage with the state. More than an academic 
oversight, she sees this as a research design issue that ‘envisions a cosmopolitan 
world without adequately factoring in the state’. Vivekanandan proposes that by 
accommodating the state, cosmopolitanism can gain more teeth in national policy 
frameworks, unlike the ineffective attempts of international legal regimes. 

For Vivekanandan, a potential entry point could be exploring the transforimg role of 
the state at participatory multilevel governance, where one can find overlapping 
influences of in participatory policy processes. In conclusion, Vivekanandan is 
optimistic of cosmopolitanism’s contribution to the discipline of international 
relations and in fact, sees it as the instrument of progress for the discipline given its 
emphasis on the agency of the individual. While Vivekananda acknowledges that 
the part that she has charted out for cosmopolitanism involves multiple stakeholders 
at various levels and overlapping mandates, it is nevertheless one that acknowledges 
the needs of both, the individual as well as international society. 

Prof. Chella Rajan initiated the discussion by highlighting the issue of attempting to 
accommodate cosmopolitan theory within IR or find a common ground with the 
discipline, since cosmopolitanism is perceived as the ‘new kid on the block’ and 
must engage with IR to transform global governance. Hence, it is not the state but 
transnational ethics that ought to be the starting point. Cosmopolitanism erases 
differences, that is, differences within differing groups and thus, attempts to achieve 
the opposite of what IR tries. Cosmopolitanism justifies these focal points by 
attributing them to the lack of theorisation of the state and recognition of ‘networked 
state actors’. In this light, the question should be how cosmopolitanism creates its 
own paradigm in the Kuhnian sense, vis-à-vis international relations theory. 

The discussion that followed pointed out that cosmopolitanism bears a longer 
history as compared to both, liberalism and IR, and hence there is a reason as to why 
the concepts are different. As Charles Taylor points out, people have multiple 
identities and cultures are already cosmopolitan, but this is not expressed because of 
the identity politics advanced within these cultures. In the context of the relationship 
between cosmopolitanism and the state, borrowing from the works of Richard 
Beardsworth, cosmopolitanism has begun ignoring the state. It is important to 
identify that the state and cosmopolitanism are complementary, as the state bears 
instrumental worth. The concept of the state itself is relatively new and therefore, to 
overfetishise it, is dangerous. In response to this Vivekanandan acknowledged that 



cosmopolitanism’s meaning should be enhanced and there is a need to tie it to local 
associations and sub-national identities. Cosmopolitanism, as a political project, is 
relatively new and bears completely different motivations to its historical versions. 

Concerns were also raised regarding the perception of cosmopolitanism as a project 
and an end in itself. Cosmopolitanism is a complex body of thought; however, does 
it hide a simple fact that there is an implied theory of state that is liberal, as well as 
Western? Vivekanandan suspects if cosmopolitanism is as purposive, in 
strengthening and structuring global governance, as it is made out to be. She quotes 
Quentin Skinner in pointing out that we might be thrusting spontaneity of 
cosmopolitanism. In response to the point on the liberal and Western shades of 
cosmopolitanism, the notion of singularity sold by cosmopolitanism need not be 
problematic as it depends on interpretations that are multiple. 

One of the biggest problems of cosmopolitanism is dealing with scale. Scale 
complicates things such as resource governance and managing commons. The 
discussions also highlighted that capitalism does not assume enough attention and 
we need to seriously take cognisance of this both, theoretically as well as practically. 
This is particularly relevant with respect to people who can and cannot participate. It 
is imperative to problematise the nature of representation itself. This brings to the 
fore how hegemonic intent may play itself out, especially since there is a world of 
difference in various definitions of cosmopolitanism. The session was concluded 
with the words of Thomas Nagel- “it is in the hegemon’s benign interest to bring in 
cosmopolitanism”. 

One World or Many? The Cosmopolitanization of International Law: Rethinking 
Global Constitutionalism and a Legitimate Rule of Law 

 

Garrett Wallace Brown 

Dr. Garrett Brown’s paper focussed on the relational dynamics between the 
processes of costitutionalizationand cosmopolitanization. The paper basically 
explores the conditions  being  constituted  by  the processes of constitutionalization, 
about how these processes operate,  and  whether this legal and institutional order is 
actually creating the type of legal cosmopolitanism that is often assumed. In 
response to these ambiguities, and as a  means  to help clarify the debate, this 
chapter will attempt to outline what current appeals to constitutionalization mean as 
well as to suggest some key theoretical alterations that will be necessary in order to  
bring  constitutionalization  under the  guiding normative  principles  of a 
potentially expanding cosmopolitanization. The concept of constitutionalization  ‘is 
drawn from international legal theory as  a means  of defending  the legitimacy  of 
international  law despite  its expanded scope and increasing distance from the 



consent of states.’8  As is often argued, international legal regimes can have positive 
impacts upon the lives of ordinary people despite  their  state citizenship   and  there  
is  compelling  evidence  to  suggest  that international regimes can command 
compliance to international covenants.   Because of this expansion of international 
legal regimes the meaningful authoritative impact it can have on the behavior of 
states as well as individuals, many scholars have sought to hail this  condition  as  
illustrating  an  ongoing  process  of  constitutionalization  and  as  a movement  
toward something resembling  a global constitution. Nevertheless, it is not always 
exactly clear what is meant when scholars invoke the term constitutionalization or 
how   this constitutionalization   process   works,   for   it   seemingly   has   
multifarious applications with broadly different descriptive and normative 
dimensions. Constitutionalization   represents  a  socializing ‘process’ where present 
norms shape and influence the creation of new norms and legal relationships, from 
which more formal constitutional properties can begin to emerge and to eventually 
be objectified into international covenants. Constitutionalization, when  used  as a 
descriptive  device, is  meant  to  denote  the processes of legal codification toward 
the establishment and incorporation of entities into a coherent and legally objectified 
body of law, where legal parties, legal  rights,  legal obligations and legitimate 
centers of adjudicating power are specified.  This process of legal codification and 
objectification can take place through two interrelated processes of 
constitutionalization. It can take place via traditional contractarian principles of 
consent, treaty and  formal  contract,  or, it can  be  generated  by way of a more  
sociologically iterative process of mutual norm compliance that, with time, starts to 
resemble legal and extra-legal conditions that are  similar to more robust 
constitutional orders. In addition, constitutionalization refers  explicitly to processes 
of compliance and / or vertical legal authority,  whether to international institutions 
or to international law. Within the constitutionalization literature it is sometimes 
possible to find a prevailing logic.   

This logic posits that more international law and more international institutions 
represent a more robust form of constitutionalization.  In  addition,  it is  also 
possible to find  an  almost teleological  presupposition  that  more   
constitutionalization  is  better cosmopolitanism  and  an  idea  that  the  more  states  
are  brought  under  the  normative influence of customary law and international 
institutional practice the better this will be for  the  international  environment  in  
general. However, there are  many  interrelated theoretical and empirical challenges 
that should temper an immediate enthusiasm about this calculation. Calculating  
constitutionalization descriptively  as  ‘more  is  better’  says  little  about  the  
substance  or  quality  of  the constitutionalization process or about what it is we are 
in fact  constitutionalizing.  For example,   the TRIPS   agreement clearly creates a 
body   of international   law and institutional structure that regulate intellectual 
copyrights, protects corporate patents, and creates a series of legal norms that 



demand international compliance through enforcement by the WTO. However, as it 
is often noted, this body of law arguably favors  the protection of the interests of 
certain economically powerful states and it has not been to the mutual benefit of a 
majority of human interests. 

What is seemingly missing from many discussions about constitutionalization are 
the crucial questions about whether we are constitutionalizing  the right legal tenets,  
if we are creating the right international institutions, and whether these regimes 
actually reflect any sense of cosmopolitan justice or legal  reciprocity. There is also a 
concern about the role of  power within  the  socializing  processes  of  
constitutionalization.  As  many  post- colonialists, Marxists, and post-structuralists 
argue, it is not wholly unreasonable to view the current process of 
constitutionalization as simply entrenching Western political and economic  power.    
Furthermore,   as  some  have  argued,   constitutionalization   could represent 
nothing more than a form of neo-imperialism and the legal and institutional 
dominance  of  the  most  powerful  states.   Or  that  constitutionalization  represents  
a possible  form  of civilizing  mission  that  potentially  threatens  a  plurality  of  
cultural traditions through its universalizing and pro-Western  orientation. 

An explanation for why these questions have been seemingly neglected within the 
mainstream constitutionalization   literature   is  fourfold.   First,   most   scholarship   
on constitutionalization  has  taken  place  between  international  lawyers  and  
scholars  of International Relations who employ a positivist methodology that often 
looks specifically at the formation of legal regulation,  international law and with 
how these  legal tenets have been complied  with or rejected  by states. Second, a 
significant amount of the scholarship on constitutionalization seems to have been 
primarily focused on the European Union and on the legal and institutional 
processes involved with European integration. This research has certainly provided 
useful and interesting debates about constitutionalization and about the 
development of a constitutional Europe. Third, many theorists in International  
Relations,  international law and  political theory  have  seemingly  conflated  
increased  globalization  with  a  process  of  increased constitutionalization. This is 
because there has traditionally been an assumption that increased 
interconnectedness equates to an increased constitutionalization of global norms. 
However, by making this move, it is possible to downplay the fact that globalization  
and  constitutionalization  are  both  dialectical,  in  the  sense  that  their processes 
are positive and negative, and/or, that they may actually be in opposition to one 
another. Brown’s conclusion highlights the fact that there are many unanswered  
questions  involving the substantive issues of constitutionalization  and that its 
current  conceptualization  remains underdeveloped in relation to the nature of its 
processes and in regards to its positive or negative socializing effects. Ultimately 
what is required is a better fusion between cosmopolitan theory and the more legally 



focused  work  of constitutionalization  scholars.  This  is  because cosmopolitanism  
as a  political  theory  is  potentially  well  equipped  to  provide  the additional  
moral  and  normative  criteria  needed  to  underpin  a  reinvigorated  research 
agenda that can begin to address many of the theoretical  concerns outlined above. 
For cosmopolitanism, as a global political theory with its focus on issues of global 
justice, has the philosophical material available to provide the necessary moral 
criteria from which the gaps between  theory and practice should  be  measured. 
Nonetheless, making  this move   will   first   require   a   better conceptualization   of   
what   is   actually   being constitutionalized,  how  it  is  being constitutionalized,  
and  with  whether  this  process actually resembles any sense of global justice and 
mutual benefit. For what is currently lacking  from  many  constitutionalization 
arguments  is  a  thorough  response  to  key questions  about  whether  we  are  
constitutionalizing  the  right  legal  tenets,  if  we  are creating the right international 
institutions, and, most importantly, whether these regimes actually reflect any sense 
of cosmopolitan justice. These shortcomings are important to be mindful  of,  
especially if we are to understand constitutionalization  as providing a foundation   
for  an  effective  cosmopolitan response  to  increasing  issues  of  global 
cohabitation. 

The discussant for this paper, Prof. Eva Erman, pointed out that the discourse on 
constitutionalisation still worked under the Habermasian framework. From a 
normative perspective, it throws up interesting discussions on whether more 
constitutionalisation is better for cosmopolitanism. At the same time, it is rather 
ambiguous regarding the moral allusion of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ cosmopolitanism. It also 
demands exploring the relationship between constitutionalisation and 
cosmopolitanism. Would it be appropriate to conclude that this relationship is 
necessary but not sufficient? 

These considerations led to further discussion on whether constitutionalisation, itself 
is desirable, given its propensity to homogenise. The discussion also explored the 
validity of the assumption that power is not recognised as an attribute with respect 
to cosmopolitanism and the role that the legal context plays in analysis. Brown 
clarified that there are indeed several versions of cosmopolitanism and the 
constitutionalisation of some of these could be perceived as a neo-imperial agenda. 
He laid aside concerns of constitutionalisation resulting in homogenisation by 
pointing out that the more plurality there is, the more legitimised the constitutional 
system becomes. 

 

David Chandler 

According to Garrett Wallace Brown, who chaired the discussion, Chandler’s paper 
exposes serious tension in the cosmopolitan literature. However, it bears a rather 



‘agnostic’ stand with respect to intervention. While it provides the language of why 
and how, it does not talk about ‘when’ the intervention ought to occur. In Brown’s 
view this is problematic since there is no ‘just war’ only ‘justified war’. 

The discussion that ensued sought answers regarding Chandler’s framework with 
respect to capacity building and empowerment, its discursive shift that seemed to 
echo the liberals and its comparison to the shift in biopolitics. Chandler addressed 
these considerations by clarifying that he was focussing on the changing nature of 
discourses around cosmopolitanism. A liberal discourse of intervention presupposes 
teleology of human rights. According to Chandler, Held’s notion of global justice 
bears much less emphasis on agency and the voice of the subaltern and this is why 
there is a need to introduce Sen’s framework in order to highlight capacity building 
and empowerment, thus shifting the discursive framework from politics to social. 

 

Cosmopolitanism, Liberalism, and Citizenship 

Arvind Sivaramakrishnan 

Dr. Arvind Sivaramakrishnan’s paper primarily focuses on the evaluation and 
critique of existing cosmopolitan scholarship and literature. Beginning with a brief 
review of cosmopolitan literature, the paper describes how the broad area of cultural 
and political theory known as cosmopolitanism has been extensively developed in 
the last fifteen years or so, partly in response to the apparent end of the dominant 
ideological polarizations of the post-war period and partly in response to what may 
well be new forms of globalization. Sivaramakrishnan then goes on to outline the 
main forms of cosmopolitan theory and some of the responses to them. One of the 
main aims of the paper is an examination of certain tendencies which have given rise 
to contemporary cosmopolitanism, suggesting that these require a more detailed and 
more cautious response than they seem to have had. The paper also argues that 
some of the positions on which cosmopolitanism relies, such as rights and rights 
instruments in international law, will not serve to achieve many of the undoubtedly 
laudable aims which various cosmopolitan theorists hope they will achieve. It draws 
upon arguments for the reinstatement of the state in cosmopolitan theory to try and 
show that the concept of citizenship in a substantive rather than formal sense could 
enhance the presence of the state in cosmopolitan theory and thereby enhance the 
existing discourses therein. 

The paper discusses several contemporary debates on moral, political, cultural and 
economic cosmopolitanism; dwelling on issues of citizenship, rights, belonging, 
hybridity and nationhood. Sivaramakrishnan highlights the significance of rights in 
cosmopolitan thought, suggesting that it is certainly crucial to cosmopolitanism that 
the idea of rights be established as having universal validity. There is no denying the 



Importance of the kinds of work rights are intended to do. Even some who have 
started off by regarding rights as ideological distractions from questions of the 
material relations of production have later come to see rights as essential forms of 
protection. The international dimension of the rights discourse also plays a crucial 
role in contemporary cosmopolitan thought. The idea of a cosmopolitan 
international condition, or as some prefer it international order, supported or 
protected by rights or systems of rights has its attractions. Cosmopolitan theorists 
also, and rightly, acknowledge that the record of implementation or protection of 
rights is far from perfect, not least because very powerful corporate and other 
economic interests are involved. This goes beyond economic results per se, because 
conditions such as poverty, hunger, and sickness severely limit individual 
autonomy, which is one of the founding principles of cosmopolitanist theory. So 
what is needed, according to cosmopolitanism, is some kind of constraint on the 
operation of markets so that they do not destroy individual autonomy, which in turn 
is subject to constraints of community and interdependence within communities. 
The paper then proceeds to discuss the concept of rights; human rights versus 
economic rights and whether in fact the two are clearly separable and also whether 
the claim to human rights is always a tenable one legally and constitutionally in 
relation to cosmopolitanism. The paper focuses on the problems of rights and rights 
discourses, both because cosmopolitanism relies on the idea of rights as placing 
limits on conduct by individuals, states, and other types of bodies, and also because 
within liberal political thought rights seem to provide an essential protection against 
the worst effects of the free market, not to mention the abuse of autonomy. The 
question then arises of the soundness of liberal theory, and in particular liberal 
economic theory or economic liberalism. Following this is a detailed discussion on 
Friedrich Hayek’s work on neoliberalism which ultimately leads to the argument 
that dialogue between cosmopolitanism and liberalism is more complex and more 
troublesome than it might seem to be at first sight, but there is a further area in 
which liberalism and cosmopolitanism might well find themselves to be joint 
participants, and that is the question of the place of the state in cosmopolitan 
discourses. That some of the cosmopolitanist project’s difficulties stem from at least 
some cosmopolitanists’ conceptions of the state has been well noted, as the author 
observes. The remaining sections of the paper proceed to outline Arendt’s analysis of 
the problems in the idea of human rights and the nation-state respectively, and 
conclude with an introduction to a case for republican citizenship which might 
enable us to avoid the problems of liberalism such as arbitrary choice and radical 
individualism or neoliberalism, and can yet locate people in histories and cultures, in 
all of which we can further develop a language in which to address problems under 
a reasonably defensible rubric of the good. This involves us not in learning to reason 
from the point of view of another but in recognizing that reaching mutual 
intelligibility is an achievement within as well as across cultures. This requires much 
more than mere exposure or contact. It requires engagement, though we have to 



accept that engagement may not bring about the kinds of results either 
cosmopolitans or republicans might hope for. 

Daniele Archibugi was the discussant for the session. He pointed out that there are 
crucial issues with respect to links between liberalism and cosmopolitanism, 
especially as witnessed in the creation of similar political institutions. The right-
based discourse is one of the most common discourses employed in academia. 
Hence, it is necessary to explore if there exist other ways of studying 
cosmopolitanism. 

 

13th December 2011 

Sudhir Chella Rajan  

Dr. Sudhir Chella Rajan’s paper was an exploration of the concept of “global beople” 
in cosmopolitanism. The question articulated in the paper as the title suggests is, 
“who are the people of the world?” The cosmopolitan model of “global people”, he 
argues, does not seem to find easy traction within these traditions of political theory 
and is often either loosely transmuted into the more ambiguous and apolitical idea 
of “humanity” or is forced to concede ground to the more modest liberal conception 
of a plurality of “peoples” living in harmony with each other.  His paper attempts to 
first examine to what extent there are theoretical loose ends implied in the 
cosmopolitan aspiration towards a global politics, and seeks to delve into the 
traditions of political theory and its contemporary reformulations in order to look for 
some resolution. It argues that even if the ideal of a global people with a single social 
imaginary is utopian, post-national politics involving multiple and overlapping 
political identities have already come into view at different scales.  It may therefore 
still be possible for cosmopolitan political visions to develop hegemonic status if 
what are currently transient post-national collectivities successfully engage with 
global power more effectively than ever before and thereby constitute a political will 
of the people of the world. 

Following the Kantian argument in his essay Perpetual Peace, Rajan clarifies that 
States provide the internal scaffolding for giving individual members their domestic 
moral and legal order, but relations among states and towards individuals ought to 
be governed on the basis of universal hospitality. There is, he argues, an uneasy 
relationship between the role of the nation and the universalist impulse in Kantian 
thought. The Kantian and Rawlsian approaches are against the idea of a world state 
in the political sense but rather an emphasis on the creation of a moral world 
community. Rawls’ special idealization of liberal and decent non-liberal peoples is 
that they are membership societies that are not only closed to new members but also 
comprise solely workable types of people, workable that is for their ability to engage 



with each other through public reason from their isolated corners of the world. What 
about the aliens: strangers, refugees, stateless people and other drifters that enter 
into the people’s lives and whose engagement may serve to go against the grain of a 
people’s republican ideals? And, worse, what if their discourse and practice grate 
against liberal principles within liberal democratic societies? These questions 
collectively create some awkwardness in that foregrounding the long-term stability 
of existing peoples implies attributing to any given people a strong cultural or social 
‘glue’, but that may in fact have been unraveled through the course of history. 

The paper summarily questions the disavowal of the ideal of a universal political 
community based largely on postcolonial arguments around the same, but goes on 
instead to explore whether it is possible to construe the people differently and 
thereby make some allowance for considering the standing of a global political 
community. The original, defining identity of a people is never constant, Rajan 
argues; even in the most conservative societies; in fact, it is the remarkably recent 
origins of the self-fashioning of reactionary forms of nationalism (e.g., Islamists, 
Hindutva activists) that have caught the attention of political theorists everywhere. 
The legitimacy of a people has to be re-affirmed recurrently, but there are only 
contingent reasons why any given such affirmation needs to take place among the 
same territorially bound group. 

The paper then goes on to argue that the most fecund approach to identifying the 
people of the world may actually be to weaken the onus placed on the people, from 
having a specific identity as a collectivity with a definite history and culture to 
having particular domains where such social imaginaries are constructed at 
transnational scales.  Such a concept, which is not as dependent on the existence of 
homogenizing or, for that matter, hegemonic tendencies that appear in much of 
liberal political theory, may lead us to a more internally consistent cosmopolitical 
understanding and action that is likely to meet with greater success. Rajan further 
expands on this using three examples. First is the movement to establish a Global 
Parliament, expressed by several civil society organizations, second is Anne-Marie 
Slaughter’s concept of “disaggregated sovereignty,” which she describes as an 
already existing set of global networks, both formal and informal, of government 
officials, legislators, judges and others who appear to be developing alternative 
modes of governing, drawing on lessons from each other but also exchanging 
decisions, providing technical assistance and developing joint strategies. Finally the 
paper explores the notion of a Biome Stewardship Council (Rajan 2008), a 
transnational governance form that seeks to promote and maintain ecosystem 
integrity. A biome is a natural ecological unit that is derived from the understanding 
that forms of life associated together in the same area share certain common 
elements by virtue of belonging to a single habitat. Biome Stewardship Councils 
would comprise groups of individuals elected or nominated by local community 



organizations that reside in the regions making up their respective biomes, including 
a few government officials who are deemed to be particularly sensitive to ecosystem 
protection. The goal of Biome Stewardship Councils would be to maximize 
ecosystem protection and human welfare within a biome. In conclusion, 
acknowledging the messy, chaotic nature of envisioning and characterising a “global 
people” Rajan’s vision of the Biome Stewardship Council suggests that the people in 
whose names the Councils would function would have global character, but their 
social imaginary as it were would be organized around their allegiances to their 
biome rather than to some specific cultural or national interest. 

Madhu Bhalla chaired the discussions and commenced by highlighting that seeking 
location and finding status of global citizenship is indeed a very difficult task. 
Nevertheless, the concept of the citizen is hazy and does not emerge clearly in the 
paper. The concept still remains in the future, and Bhalla questions if the transient 
post-nationalism will actually define it. If that is the case, Bhalla points out that the 
paper does not take into account Kant’s conceptualisation. While the focus on the 
domains is appreciated, there are structural relationships within the domains that 
also bear meanings and elicit investigation. The paper, according to Bhalla 
undermines the function of new global society. 

This was followed by a discussion on the role of class played in the imaginary of 
people especially seen in the light of resistance and protest, the accommodation of 
the native into the concept of biomes-based peoplehood, the condition of illiberal 
states and construction of people based on power relationships, the teleology of 
peaceful coexistence of cultures, the need to distinguish between people and demos 
and attempting to understand Rawls’ peoplehood in the global context. Chella Rajan 
explained that achieving citizenship is an elevated aspiration, whereas ‘peoplehood’ 
is a more fluid association. He also accepts that the state will play a significant role in 
meting out cosmopolitan justice and this was in fact attempted by the human rights 
regime, except from the wrong end of the stick. With respect to the natives, the 
concerns of homogenisation surface within the framework of the biome itself. He 
acknowledged that the concept of peoplehood is indeed problematic and a strong 
notion of people is a difficult to embrace and hence, he would not want to fetishise 
the concept. Yet, it is important to acknowledge it as the pivot around which 
political ideas are formed.  

 

Dr. Veronique Pinfat 

Cosmopolitanism without Foundations 

Dr. Pinfat’s paper 
argues that cosmopolitanism has no foundations.Rather than using so‐called‘ anti‐



foundationalist’ insights to critique cosmopolitanism, the 
paper uses them to defend its ethico‐
political value. It suggests that it is the very lack of foundations that makes cosmopol
itan commitments to universality so desirable.  Addressing various definitions of 
cosmopolitanism, Pinfat suggests that the tendency to find commonalities in these 
diverse definitions of cosmopolitanism, and identifies these commonalities- namely 
universality and humanity as foundational criteria that most cosmopolitanisms 
adhere to. The overarching thesis of the paper was 
that neither universality nor humanity can be, nor need be, foundational. This need 
not imply that cosmopolitanism is dead. On the contrary, the suggestion 
is that the lack of foundations accounts for the vitality of cosmopolitanism and is des
irable. In order to do this Pinnfat’s paper 
examines the relationship between language and reality. 

Using a Wittgensteinian interpretation, the paper  attempts to demonstrate the 
following:  
a) that the idea of foundations which are ‘common to all’ instances of cosmop
olitanism assume that language represents reality through naming; b) that a re
presentational understanding of 
language postulates a hard ontology; c) that hard ontologies rest on a misund
erstanding of our forms of language; d) that instead, ‘the meaning of a word 
is in its use’ and reality is 
linguistically constituted and that therefore; e) ‘foundations’ (such as humanity,
 universality) cannot fulfil the formal requirement of logic that they exist outsi
de and independently of language; and f)   nor   need   they   in   order   to   be  
meaningful. All this simply adds up to arguing that the ontology of reality 
and therefore cosmopolitanism can be read as soft.  

Using the Wittginsteinian notion of “games” with reference to language, the paper 
argues that rather than looking for a single, “hard” commonality that runs through 
the various strands of cosmopolitanism, one can understand the relations between 
cosmopolitanisms through similarities and meanings that derive from context; 
which are constantly evolving and changing, thus negating the need for an 
ontological certainty through naming the metaphysical urge to dig to find a 
‘below-‐the-‐world   foundation’   is  where  we   run  up   against   the   limits   of  
language.  There is no below the surface of language that language represents
 and therefore, there are no foundations for cosmopolitanism, universality and
 humanity.  

There is, according to Pinfat, no need to defend cosmopolitan commitments to 
universality   or   humanity  with   further   commitments   to   essentialism   and  



foundationalism.  Universality,   humanity   and   cosmopolitanism   are   plenty  
meaningful   enough  without   foundations.   She suggests   instead   that   the  
ontological basis upon which a defence  to  cosmopolitan  commitments  to 
universality   and  humanity   can   be  mounted   are   superficial   and   soft.  The 
defence of universality, no matter what its form, the paper argues, lies in the fact 
that universality serves as a reminder for particular purposes which the author 
holds   to   be   ethico-‐politically   desirable.     Pinfat terms this (im)possible 
universalism which will always fail at representation and never actually be a success 
or possibility.  

The binaries of the possible and impossible, in this sense, are fluid. They include 
each other by exclusion. This fluidity is vital to Pinfat’s defence of universality. The 
eternal failure, so to speak, of universality rests in a spatio-temporality of non-place 
and emergent time. That is, it is not tied to a specific location and always present in 
the here and now. Pinfat argues that this conception and articulation of 
cosmopolitanism is very important. The language games around universality 
always provide the space and opportunity to say, because leakiness/softness 
makes it so, ‘I am not included in your universal’ and to unmake it.   It 
matters because it brings us firmly and inescapably back into the world of 
ethico-‐political  practice   as  opposed   to   abstracted,   theoretical,  metaphysical  
digging   expeditions.   Grammatical   questions   now   become   ethico-‐political  
practical ones about  line drawing: How are  lines drawn? Where are  they 
drawn? Who draws them? Who polices them and how? What are the effects 
of these lines on people’s lives and subjectivity? What must be assumed to 
draw  them? And most  important of all, how do some answers  to  these 
questions add up to a set of practices which draw lines as hard lines, as 
though they located some inevitable ontological reality? Viewing grammar this
 way implies that politics is the practice of drawing lines everywhere. Politics 
has unavoidable ethical implications because it draws lines (makes distinctions)
 between what kinds of lives and subjects are politically permitted as possible 
or impossible: politically legitimate or illegitimate, legal or illegal, human or 
inhuman, masculine or feminine, normal or abnormal, desirable or undesirable,
 true or false, and so on. When, as all too often happens, such lines are 
drawn as hard lines the very possibility for politics is expunged.  When a 
line is taken to demarcate the difference between ontological phenomena (by 
naming   them),   the   line   becomes,   seemingly,   unquestionable.   It   becomes  
illegitimate, supposedly, to ask why the lines have been drawn where they 
have and how they have excluded certain forms of life. Political contestation of
  the  lines  themselves  is expunged as  illegimate by  the very practice of 



drawing   a   hard   line   between   legitimacy   and   illegitimacy   (politics)   itself. 
However, if lines are (im)possible they cannot be hard in this sense and so the
 possibility and occasion for politics can never be fully expunged.  Ethico-‐
political engagement is always possible because of grammatical leakiness.  

Using Lewis Carroll’s poem  The Hunting of the Snark, Pinfat points to the desirability 
of an uncertain cartography, of not knowing, of not succeeding. She argues that the 
plurality in articulations and theorisations of cosmopolitanisms is absolutely 
essential and valuable, what is not essential is their so-called or perceived success. 
Focussing on Wittgenstein’s concept of the mystical, Pinfat suggests that , it’s not 
how we are that is the mystical but that we are. There are so many ways of 
being in the world; so many ethico-‐political language games of humanity, so 
many overlapping practices of subjectivity  that each person enacts and  is 
subject  to,  so many  experiences of being human beyond  representational 
capture that to map them all and the details of their terrain is an impossible 
endeavour, let alone finding the elements which are common to all. 

Patricia Owens was the discussant (in absentia) for the session. According to Owens, 
the most interesting aspect about the paper is the fact that it draws specifically from 
the works of one of twentieth century’s most influential thinkers- Ludwig 
Wittgenstein. Pin-Fat’s stance in the paper can be summarised as- “the limits of our 
language mean the limits of our cosmopolitan world”. Owens brings to our attention 
the two different aspects to Wittgenstein- his reflections on the limits of language 
and his position on what this means for analytic philosophy, in order to highlight 
that Pin-Fat’s argument that, the existing literature on cosmopolitanism relies on a 
discredited image of language as representation, would be a rather conventional 
move in light of the maturity of the post-positivist turn. Owens further goes to 
question the compatibility between Wittgenstein’s work and the formulation of 
second-order theory. Is the question of cosmopolitanism, what it is and how it can be 
known, the same kind of philosophical problem Wittgenstein was addressing, such 
as the general validity of moral rules? Owens also questioned the supposed 
structuralist position employed in a post-structuralist framework. Owens concluded 
by emphasizing that the surface of language is ‘ethico-political’ because it is the 
repository of lived experiences, the attempt to try to understand and think through 
what is experienced in the world, and hence limiting it to Wittgenstein’s position on 
philosophy does not solve the problem. 

The discussion that followed was concerned with Pin-Fat’s position on 
Wittgenstein’s anthropological claims about forms of life and intuition, its relevance 
to the international relations discourse, especially the deployment of a ‘grammatical 
reading’ of the representational logic of language, the scepticism regarding the 
contemporary theorisation of cosmopolitanism and the specific defense of 



universalism. The defense of universalism in order to prevent any form of exclusion 
seemed contradictory, as it is universalism that exhorts homogenisation and hence, 
exclusion. Pin-fat clarified that she exhorted a universalism that was intolerant of 
any forms of exclusion that which was synonymous with a theorisation of 
cosmopolitanism without foundations. 

 

Legitimacy in the Global Space  of Reasons: Moral, Political and  Democratic 
Layers  of the Global Normative Order 

Eva Erman 

Dr. Eva Erman’s paper primarily discusses the  smudging of  the distinction between  
democratic  theory  and   moral   theories  of  legitimacy  in  the literature addressing  
the  former   of  the  these  two  concerns, prohibiting  a  deeper understanding of the 
normative aspects  of these  challenges. It is argued that this has led  to questionable 
ways  of conceptualizing democracy and  democratic legitimacy in  a  transnational 
and  global  context.  Against a backdrop of  this  critical analysis, the chapter 
elaborates a discourse-theoretical view  of the global  normative order (understood 
in discursive terms  as the ‘global space  of reasons’) as consisting of  three   
normative ‘layers’  applicable  in  three   different  contexts of  justification, namely, 
contexts of moral  justification, contexts of political  justification, and common world 
contexts.  It is argued that  each  context  corresponds with  a specific  duty. An 
advantage of working with different criteria  of rightness or normative principles in 
different  contexts  is   that   we   are   able   to   elaborate  several    normative  ideals 
simultaneously, thereby avoiding to reduce the  problem of the  legitimacy of global 
governance structures to being a problem of democracy or of justice.While  short-
term projects  of  devising workable institutional frameworks for transnational and  
global  democracy in light  of the prevailing circumstances of world politics   are  
much   needed –  coming   up   with   strategies  for  developing  practical proposals 
of realizing democratic ideals  under non-ideal circumstances – long-term 
normative-theoretical proposals that  elaborates these very  ideals  by  analyzing 
their  underlying principles and  necessary conditions are important as well. 
Working from  an agency-based standpoint, a discourse-theoretical view 
presupposes that  not  only  moral  but  also  democratic agency  is an  
intersubjective human practice, without which  there  could  be no democratic self-
determination. At the   same   time,   unlike   moral   theories  in  general,  democracy  
is  not   always  an applicable normative ideal.  Rather,  against those  who  argue in 
favour of the ideal  of democracy in all political  circumstances Erman’s paper argues 
that democracy is only  desirable in  certain  political  circumstances. However, she 
suggests that this does not  mean  that  democracy could  not  be instrumentally 
justified  to the  extent  that  it, for  example,  delivers  other   desirable  things,  from   



the   point   of  view   of  other normative ideals, such as justice. .  The first section of 
the paper elaborates two basic conditions of democracy, namely, political equality 
and political bindingness, which constitute a normative yardstick for analyzing 
contemporary proposals for globalized democracy. Thereafter, it illustrates how  the 
distinction between democratic  theory  and   moral   theories of  legitimacy  and   
justice   is  sometimes conflated in the present debate on global democracy, and  how 
this has led to misconceptualizations of  democracy and  democratic legitimacy in  a 
transnational and   global  context.   In  light  of  these  examples, a  discussion of  
political equality highlights the relevance of distinguishing between contexts of 
moral  justification and common world contexts in order to grasp  the  crucial  
difference between moral  and political equality, while  a discussion of political  
bindingness highlights the difference between  individual  rights    and   individual   
(democratic  agency)    and   collective (democratic legitimacy) political  practices. 
Against the  backdrop of a discursive view  of agency  that  is briefly presented, 
Erman develops a three-layered approach to the global normative order, drawing on 
the  work  of Rainer  Forst  and  Jürgen  Habermas. While  it is argued that the basic 
building blocks of Forst’s discourse theory fit well with  this discursive view of 
agency  by emphasizing the right  to justification as the proper criterion of rightness 
in moral  and  political  contexts of justification, the paper demonstrates why  this 
criterion is not immediately translatable to a criterion of democratic legitimacy in 
common world contexts. Finally,   this   three-layered  view   the   global   normative  
order  lays   out   the conceptual and  normative ground for theorizing legitimate 
transnational and  global governance through what  is speculatively called  ‘multiple 
citizenship’. The concept of multiple citizenship is here  to  be  understood in  
explorative terms,  opening the door  for and  illustrating the  manifold roles  that  
citizens  could  and  ought to play  in such  governance, not  only  as ‘democratic 
agents’, i.e. as members of a democratic community, but  also  as  ‘agents of 
democracy’ or  ‘agents of justice’, in  relation to different normative ideals, such  as 
justice  and  democracy, generating different kinds of legitimacy . 

For David Chandler, who chaired the discussion, it was acceptable to distinguish 
between moral and democratic legitimacy, Erman’s argument builds up and then 
blurs. There is a trade-off between democratic and political legitimacy that also 
needs to be acknowledged. Political legitimacy worries about its formal liberal 
political understandings and moral inspirations. Hence, democracy has to be 
redefined as ‘equalising of political power’. According to Chandler, democracy is 
currently the understanding of a process that elucidates definition and judging of the 
demos and this approach is problematic. 

The discussion that ensued explored the possibility of subsuming Erman’s two 
principles into the rights principle, instead of allowing it to exist independent of that 
and the various normative deliberations of political legitimacy. Erman elucidated 



that she was employing a Brandovian notion of rights and equal influence principle 
cannot be distributed. She concluded by cautioning about slipping in feasibility with 
normative requirements. 

 

The Social Question in Cosmopolitan Times 

Patricia Owens 

The concept that has done most to organise thinking and international action around 
the management of armed conflict and poverty in the post-Cold War period is 
human security, usually defined as the protection and empowerment of people 
caught up in extreme violence and underdevelopment. So conceived, security and  
development are mutually reinforcing. Security can be extended through tending to 
material needs and vice versa. Based on a contrast between the old geopolitical 
security agenda of states and a new agenda concerned with individuals and of 
populations, International Studies usually presents human security in terms of a new  
politics of fostering life rather than focussing on sovereign states and their control 
over the means of death. Where  national security is about the defence of the  
sovereign state from violent attack, human security is intended to protect and 
defend individuals and groups from all  forms  of  violence.  It  is  about  securing  
the  lives  of  individuals  as  ends  in themselves, not as means to the ends of states. 
This seemingly new agenda requires the participation of a much broader range of 
actors than national governments. It often bypasses the state to work with 
populations through a range of economic, health, and educational  interventions. 
Not  only  states,  but   international  institutions,  non- governmental organisations 
and civil society are all empowered to intervene on behalf of the worldwide society 
of humankind. For  many advocates of this new agenda, human security is a 
progressive transformation away from the Cold War (and ‘war on terror’) obsession 
with military issues towards UNDP concepts of economic security, the security of 
food, health, the environment, the person, communities and even politics itself. In  
defining  human security so broadly - the protection of ‘the vital core of all human 
lives in ways that enhance human freedoms and fulfilment’ - the United  Nations  
has put  itself in the position to act on behalf of a wide range of social needs.  In  
addition to the work of the UN,  an  extensive network of government agencies, 
international financial and political  organisations, academics and university centres, 
international commissions, non-profit NGOs, civil society groups, and private and 
semi-private companies are all dedicated to working out, funding, and 
implementing the human security  agenda.  On  the ground, at the operational level, 
this network translates into a global division of labour designed to implement 
human security policy. The dominant states and their international organizations 
appear to be quite comfortable in promoting the ‘human’ as the referent object of 



security. What explains this apparent paradox, the distinction between the 
celebratory tone and grand claims surrounding the new framework and the political 
and economic hierarchies within which human security occurs? To date, the two 
most compelling explanations would seem  to  be  provided by political realism, 
which emphasizes continuing geopolitical power relations, and followers of Michel 
Foucault, who point to biopolitical forms of control. For political realists, the human 
security agenda is ultimately compatible with the exercise of hegemonic state power 
and realpolitik.  It is no surprise that the human security agenda has authorised 
intervention and reconstruction based on a sliding scale not of need but of threats to 
the interests of powerful states in the West and the dominant classes in both the 
North and South. After all, one goal of human security is to reconstruct effective and 
responsible states capable of providing security themselves. Seen this way, such 
interventions reinforce rather  than  challenge the  existing distribution of  power  
and  policy  discourse in international politics. For those drawing on Foucault, 
human security should also not be understood as a benign humanitarian framework 
for the protection of the world’s most vulnerable; it is about the socialisation and 
disciplining of states in the global South. As  the  concept  of  human  security  has  
become  part  of  the  mainstream discourse of international politics it should be no 
surprise that both realist and critical approaches to development and security have 
found the agenda wanting. This article seeks to go further than the realist and 
biopolitical critiques by situating all three - political realism, biopolitics and human 
security - within the history and theory of the modern rise of the social realm from 
late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe. Human  security  is  the  further  
expansion  of  social  forms  of  governance  under capitalism, more specifically a 
form of socialpolitik than  realpolitik or biopolitics. The concept that has done most 
to organise thinking and international action around the management of armed 
conflict and poverty in the post-Cold War period is human security, usually defined 
as the protection and empowerment of people caught up in extreme violence and 
underdevelopment. So conceived, security and  development are mutually 
reinforcing. Security can be extended through tending to material needs and vice 
versa. Based on a contrast between the old geopolitical security agenda of states and 
a new agenda concerned with individuals and of populations, International Studies 
usually presents human security in terms of a new  politics of fostering life rather 
than focussing on sovereign states and their control over the means of death. Where  
national security is about the defence of the  sovereign state from violent attack, 
human security is intended to protect and defend individuals and groups from all  
forms  of  violence.  It  is  about  securing  the  lives  of  individuals  as  ends  in 
themselves, not as means to the ends of states. This seemingly new agenda requires 
the participation of a much broader range of actors than national governments. It 
often bypasses the state to work with populations through a range of economic, 
health, and educational  interventions. Not  only  states,  but   international  
institutions,  non- governmental organisations and civil society are all empowered to 



intervene on behalf of the worldwide society of humankind. The dominant states 
and their international organizations appear to be quite comfortable in promoting 
the ‘human’ as the referent object of security. What explains this apparent paradox, 
the distinction between the celebratory tone and grand claims surrounding the new 
framework and the political and economic hierarchies within which human security 
occurs? To date, the two most compelling explanations would seem  to  be  provided 
by political realism,  which emphasizes continuing geopolitical power relations, and 
followers of Michel Foucault, who point to biopolitical forms of control.  For political 
realists, the human security agenda is ultimately compatible with the exercise of 
hegemonic state power and realpolitik.  It is no surprise that the human security 
agenda has authorised intervention and reconstruction based on a sliding scale not 
of need but of threats to the interests of powerful states in the West and the 
dominant classes in both the North and South. After all, one goal of human security 
is to reconstruct effective and responsible states capable of providing security 
themselves. Seen this way, such interventions reinforce rather  than  challenge the  
existing distribution of  power  and  policy  discourse in international politics. For 
those drawing on Foucault, human security should also not be understood as a 
benign humanitarian framework for the protection of the world’s most vulnerable; it 
is about the socialisation and disciplining of states in the global South. From the 
eighteenth-century,  Foucault  claimed, a new form of ‘biopower’ emerged in Europe 
that could work on and through populations. Biological ‘life itself’ became subject to 
a variety of interventions aimed at improving, but also controlling and normalising, 
certain forms of life. On this view, the distinct means of biopolitical governance is 
‘man-as-species’, a form of power central to human security. As  the  concept  of  
human  security  has  become  part  of  the  mainstream discourse of international 
politics it should be no surprise that both realist and critical approaches to 
development and security have found the agenda wanting. This article seeks to go 
further than the realist and biopolitical critiques by situating all three - political 
realism, biopolitics and human security - within the history and theory of the 
modern rise of the social realm from late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe. 
Human  security  is  the  further  expansion  of  social  forms  of  governance  under 
capitalism, more specifically a form of socialpolitik than  realpolitik or biopolitics. 
The claim is not that concepts drawn from realism or biopolitics are totally 
inadequate to the task of analysing human security.  Both  capture crucial elements 
of social regulation, namely the interests dominant states  have in promoting human 
security and the increasing levels of intervention into the biological life of 
populations. The discourse of human security emerged, in part, out of dissatisfaction 
with orthodox conceptions of  security and  development, the  former largely 
concerned with  the power of the state against external risks and threats and the 
latter synonymous with economic growth in a global capitalist economy. When 
juxtaposed to state or geopolitical security, human security appeared to be 
revisionist almost by definition; the intention was to undermine many of the power 



structures that create humanitarian catastrophe. To think about the modern social 
today means thinking in a context of the dismantling of welfare states, but also of the 
greater regulation of under-development and violent conflict by global and regional 
institutions.  Given the long history of colonial administration and its  heyday in  the  
nineteenth-century,  forms of social regulation have always been implicated in 
imperial hierarchy. However, the ‘social policies’ that provide content to human 
security interventions take place in a transnational economic and military context in 
which a greater variety of institutions are involved in its design and implementation.  
Social forms of governance have become transnational in scope; the relationship 
between ‘social policy’ and the state is breaking down. With the modern rise and 
transnational expansion of the social - in which management of the life process of 
dangerous populations is the central function of governance - the distinction 
between life and world has collapsed. Seen in this light, the defining feature of 
modernity was not self-alienation, as Marx had it, but world alienation. Human 
security discourse has been contentious and there are a variety of criticisms of its 
effort to broaden and deepen the security field. While many of those involved in the 
theory and practice of human security are well meaning, this form of intervention 
upholds rather than fundamentally challenges existing hierarchical structures. 

Pin-Fat began the discussion by providing an outline of the main features of Owen’s 
paper. She highlighted that Owens provides with a diagnosis of cosmopolitan times 
and employs empirical claims to justify the critique of human security practices. 
Owens echoes Arendt in distinguishing between life on one hand and the world on 
the other by applying Arendt’s labour-work-action framework. Owens tries to map 
this framework onto two separate categories where. Nevertheless, action is the 
domain where the Realpolitik is possible. Arendt’s concept of action and speech 
highlights identity and create consent and agreement. For Arendt, action and 
consent create power. This enables Owens to argue that human security has 
collapsed the life-world distinction. Human security regulates life processes by 
ensuring our basic needs. Human security is a continuation of processes of capitalist 
security management and is also bureaucratically expansive. Owens also raises a few 
questions regarding the nature of the cosmopolitan times we live in, the relationship 
between biopolitics and cosmopolitan practices. For Pin-Fat, these considerations 
should also accommodate spaces of resistance and further explore the functions of 
power and agency. 

This was followed by a discussion on a place for the concept of democratic justice in 
Owen’s framework, the legitimacy of employing Arendt’s framework, the nature 
and grounds of resistance, the focus of the human security argument, the limitation 
of the human security framework and the contradictions between human security 
and the social. According to Pin-Fat, Owen’s normative role is to return to the heart 



of the truly political and is critical of the Foucauldian framework, the remedy for 
which she seeks in Arendt. 

 

Rahul Rao 

Rao’s paper considered cosmopolitanism as a contested concept with two major 
threads of thought uniting it across multiple perspectives. The first of these is 
universality or the quality of being all-embracing. The second element of the concept 
of cosmopolitanism is egalitarianism. ‘cosmos’ (world) and ‘polis’ (city, people, 
citizenry), the term ‘cosmopolitan’ was first uttered by Stoic and Cynic philosophers 
to describe such a moral stance rooted in a belief in the equal worth of humanity in 
all persons, in virtue of their capacity for reason. Rao distinguished the normative 
usage of the term cosmopolitanism and a more empirical-analytic usage intended to 
describe phenomena of cross-border interaction and identity formation. While 
normative cosmopolitanism is a moral view of how relations between all human 
beings ought to be ordered, empirical-analytic cosmopolitanism describes the cross- 
border ontologies that are brought into being by all manner of human activity—
conquest and commerce being perhaps the most significant. Differences between 
normative and empirical cosmopolitanism notwithstanding, there are a number of 
ways in which the two may be linked. It may be the case that the 
cosmopolitanisation of culture even if occasioned by some initial act of coercion, 
fosters a greater habituation to— possibly even respect for—cultural difference and 
diversity. Problematising the distinction between normative and cultural 
cosmopolitanism, Rao drew attention to the fact that justice itself is shaped and 
deeply influenced by cultural understandings of justice. It is against this backdrop 
that he elaborated his ideas of “provincialing” cosmopolitanism using certain key 
figures in Indian politics and literature. One motivation for gesturing at the range of 
cosmopolitan conceptions of justice that have been articulated is to contest the 
colonisation of this term by Western liberals. But a second motivation is to direct 
attention to the range of political projects that have been annexed to the 
cosmopolitan notion of the universal scope of justice. In his paper, Rao uses the 
figures of Rabindranath Tagore, M.N.Roy, B.R. Ambedkar and Maulana Abdul 
Kalam Azad, all critical figures in the Indian National Movement. These men were 
both critics of the national movement and of colonialism and each contributed to a 
unique conception of cosmopolitanism.  

Rao provides a reading of Tagore’s “The Home and the World” contextualising it in 
light of Tagore’s experience of the Swadeshi movement, of which he was initially a 
leading personality, before becoming a severe critic. The change of heart seems to 
have been prompted by his growing awareness of the extent to which the movement 
relied on coercion for its effectiveness, alienating subaltern groups whose place in 



the nation was contingent on their usefulness to hegemonic interests.  This early 
awareness of the subaltern experience of nationalism developed into a more 
profound critique, expressed in lectures delivered in Japan and the United States in 
1916-17, 27 and in a series of highly public disagreements with Gandhi. Tagore’s 
critique of nationalism is very clearly and forcefully expressed, in comparison with 
his critique of cosmopolitanism, which is subtler, more muted and expressed in the 
realm of culture rather than politics. Resorting to metaphors from the natural world, 
in a number of essays Tagore appears to suggest that subaltern cultures might 
require a temporally limited period of nationalist identity consolidation before they 
are able to engage in an egalitarian conversation with other cultures, whilst insisting 
in no uncertain terms that this cosmopolitan cultural conversation is the normative 
telos towards which History must progress. 

M.N.Roy’s reading of Marx and Engels provides the second instance of a 
provincialised cosmopolitanism. Marx and Engels wrote extensively of nationalist 
and revolutionary movements, and their positions on these were not always the 
same. Marx and Engels were highly discriminating in their support of nationalist 
movements, backing only those that appeared willing to challenge unjust class 
relations within the nation. There is an attitude of reluctance to support non-
reforming nationalist movements in Marx’s writings on India. On the one hand he 
expresses a heartfelt sympathy for the ‘misery inflicted by the British on Hindostan’ 
and for the sense of disorientation experienced by colonised peoples as their 
civilisation was trampled underfoot by a rampaging colonial modernity. But he had 
little patience for critics of colonialism who harked back to the ‘golden age of 
Hindostan’ or defended the perpetuation of the rule of native princes, reminding 
readers of the cruelties of India’s villages, where the rigidities of caste and 
superstition condemned the vast majority to an ‘undignified, stagnatory, and 
vegetative life’. This did not mean that he denied Indians the right to resist 
colonialism; however the primacy of the class struggle and the effacing of the state 
was what superseded all else.  Following this view, M. N. Roy, who saw bourgeois-
led parties such as the Indian National Congress as pursuing narrow class interests 
under the banner of an inclusive nationalism. Modifying Marx’s position, Roy 
asserted that the power of the imperialist countries was dependent on their 
possession of colonies and for that reason, there had  to be a clear separation 
between the nationalist struggle for freedom from imperialism and the 
internationalist revolution against class struggle. Colonies, in this sense, were 
fighting a dual battle- both internal and external. 

If M. N. Roy’s political thinking offers a particularly stark choice between 
nationalism (identified as irredeemably bourgeois) and internationalism (to be 
embraced in its revolutionary manifestations), Ambedkar returns us to an 
ambivalent engagement with both forms of consciousness as integral to subaltern 



struggle. This ambivalence is reminiscent of Tagore, but distinct in its political 
concerns—foremost among these, the question of caste and more specifically of 
Dalits.  As the architect of the constitution of independent India, Ambedkar 
advocates an interventionist secular modernist state that extends equal protection of 
the law to all its citizens. Yet in full awareness of existing social hierarchies, he is also 
a champion of separate political representation of Dalits, first, through the 
mechanism of separate electorates (prior to the Poona Pact of 1932) and later by 
means of reservation of seats for Dalits. It was perhaps his frustration with the 
ineffectiveness of the formal promises and instruments of universal citizenship that 
accounted for his conversation to Buddhism in 1956, shortly before his death. This 
could, on the one hand, be viewed as an act of separatism, leading his followers out 
of the folds of caste Hinduism into a distinct and autonomous community. From 
Ambedkar’s own perspective, conversion was an act of affiliation with a religion that 
was far more universalist than Hinduism, in its endorsement of social equality. 

In the final section, Rao moves on to discussing Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad, an 
Indian Muslim from the period of the Nationalist movement through the work of 
Faisal Devji where Devji uses Azad’s book: “The Question of the Caliphate and the 
Arabian Island”, intervenes in these debates to offer an innovative and thoroughly 
modern conception of the caliphate appropriate to the changing times. Arguing 
against the traditional qualifications of the caliph including membership of the 
Prophet’s tribe, wisdom, and piety, by reminding his readers that none of the 
dynasties laying claim to the caliphate in the past had possessed all of these, he 
argues that the caliph should be given a modern function, namely constituting a 
source of authority and a focus of loyalty for the Muslim world. This raises questions 
about how Azad’s Muslim preoccupations related to the Indian freedom struggle. In 
this context, it is salutary to bear in mind that Gandhi himself was a champion of the 
Khilafat movement, the movement of Indian Sunni Muslims led by the Ali 
brothers—Mohammad and Shaukat—agitating for the restoration of the caliphate. 
For Gandhi, it was the lack of direct political or economic motive that made the 
Khilafat movement religious, even spiritual. Gandhi admired this spirit because he 
was of the conviction that only disinterested and sacrificial movements were capable 
of social transformation and because he was himself deeply invested in creating such 
a movement. As a movement that was irreducible to material interests and indeed 
not structured according to any recognisable  calculus  of  interest,  Gandhi  saw  the  
participants  of  the  Khilafat  movement  as kindred souls.  In his conclusion Rao 
drew attention to some important ways in which to broaden and pluralise 
contemporary conceptions of cosmopolitanism. The intellectual and political 
contributions surveyed above need to be read against the backdrop of the hegemony 
of their time—namely, nationalism, of which Gandhi was the foremost spokesman. 
Undoubtedly nationalism was itself a highly complex and variegated space, 
impossible to reference in the singular and itself marked by diversity and difference. 



Tagore’s cultural cosmopolitanism sought to unshackle the individual spirit from the 
tyranny of nationalist injunctions insisting on the boycott of anything that was not 
swadeshi; Ambedkar’s faith in the universalist modernist state was intended as an 
apparatus of intervention into the local caste tyrannies of Indian village life; and 
Roy’s revolutionary internationalism regarded the bourgeois leadership of the 
Congress as merely the dependent agents of British imperialism notwithstanding its 
pretence of implacable opposition. In demonstrating the range of conceptions of 
cosmopolitanism that become visible even when one focuses narrowly on one 
particular place and time, the paper helps to pluralise our understanding of 
cosmopolitanism; though not in the crude dichotomises of West/ non-West as all the 
thinkers surveyed here engaged deeply with and borrowed liberally from Western 
thinkers.  The cosmopolitan scope of justice can be annexed to radically different 
political projects, so that it can never be adequate to say merely that something is 
‘cosmopolitan’ without describing more fully the political, economic and social 
contexts in which such projects are inscribed. 

Sudarsan Padmanabhan, the discussant for the session, borrowing the words of W. 
B. Gallie, acknowledges that the term cosmopolitanism is value-laden and multi-
hued in lending itself to different interpretations resulting in ‘essential contestation’ 
especially in understanding the a) universal and all embracing and b) the egalitarian. 
Hence, it is important to distinguish between its normative and empirical-analytical 
usage. According to Samuel Scheffler there are two strands of cosmopolitanism– the 
first deals with the normative commitment to justice as universal in scope and the 
second highlights that cultures are cosmopolitan and human agency and identity do 
not require membership in cultural groups. The Western conception of 
cosmopolitanism essentially focuses on individualism, universalism, and generality- 
a Kantian framework. According to Padmanabhan, Rao portrayed Tagore as a 
cultural cosmopolitan who was not inure to the plight of the downtrodden and the 
subaltern and by extrapolation, requirement of national and regional identities 
before they were able to engage with other cultures on an equal footing. As Rao had 
alluded earlier in the paper, Tagore’s vernacular writings as his Gitanjali illustrates 
are full of cosmopolitan themes and ideas. Amartya Sen in another context sees 
Satyajit Ray, who was both hailed and reviled for his sensitive Indian themes that 
captured the everyday life of people on the streets, as an artiste who portrayed 
humanistic themes that found a medium of expression in Bengali rather than 
exclusively Bengali themes. Ray was also conscious not to reduce the vernacular to 
the cosmopolitan. Putting this in the context of the Global Proletarian Revolution, 
Rao refers to the conventional understanding of the character of the bourgeoisie as 
cosmopolitan and the working class consciousness as nationalistic, which is 
dismissed as false consciousness by mainstream Marxism. Rao points out that Marx 
and Engels did not advocate a dogmatic opposition between working class 
internationalism and national identification. They opposed the imperial designs vis-



à-vis nations, which necessitated national freedom struggles. Thus, nationalism came 
to the rescue of internationalism. This is particularly highlighted in the contrasting 
view points of M. N. Roy and the pragmatic Soviets. In discussing the section on 
Ambedkar, Padmanabhan points out that Ambedkar realized the need to support 
the nationalistic cause with the Hindu majority and post-partition, join cause with 
the Muslim minority to fight against class oppression. As highlighted by Faisal Devji 
(2008), the contribution of South Asian thinkers to Islamic literature has not been 
acknowledged. This has hampered debates on the globality of Islamic literature and 
culture. Rao also explored Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad’s redefinition of the Caliph 
as only a symbolic point of reference and not a ruler of the Islamic Caliphate and his 
subsequent association with Gandhi. In conclusion, Padmanabhan underlines Rao’s 
argument that nationalism itself was a variegated space. Gandhi, Tagore, Ambedkar, 
Azad and Roy were important ideological players. Nationalism could not counter 
the subaltern question effectively but was essential. For Padmanabhan, Rao 
pluralises the understanding of cosmopolitanism, not by dichotomizing 
cosmopolitanism geographically into East or West but conceptually and 
ideologically in its variegated contexts. 

The discussion revolved around the question of ‘what we owe one another’- a 
question that is open for wide discussion even in contemporary justice and the need 
to elaborate on the delinking of the liberal and cosmopolitan. Rao’s response was 
that it is important to separate moral and institutional cosmopolitanism. Moral 
cosmopolitanism is perceived as purely aspiration, whereas institutional 
cosmopolitanism tends to become imperialistic. 

 

Dr. Sudarsan Padmanabhan  

Imagining India – The Interplay of the Cosmopolitan and the Vernacular 

In his paper, Dr. Sudarsan Padmanabhan examined the relationship between the 
cosmopolitan and the vernacular in post- independence India along three 
trajectories; first, the historical evolution of the cosmopolitan and vernacular cultural 
traditions in India; second, the empowerment of vernacular linguistic and cultural 
traditions and assertion of vernacular identities in post-independence India and 
third, the implications of the cosmopolitan versus vernacular debate for questions of 
social justice, especially, neeti – nyaya  where he substantiated how the cosmopolitan 
versus vernacular debate morphs into a battle for grand narratives during the very 
process of vernacularization.  

In the first section, the paper provides a historical overview of cosmopolitanism in 
India. The cosmopolitan aspect of Sanskrit language and culture during the latter 
part of the first millennium and second millennium after Christ was known widely 



all across Asia. Sanskrit was the preferred vehicle of literature, science, mathematics, 
statecraft, religion and philosophy in the Indian subcontinent during this period. 
Epics such as the Ramayana and the Mahabharata gained popularity in South and 
South East Asia. As philosophical and religious schools, Buddhism and Jainism were 
equally well known. Literary productions inspired by Jainism and Buddhism rivaled 
Sanskrit. They played pivotal roles in the expansion of vernacular cultural traditions 
in the Indian sub- continent and beyond. While Cosmopolitan Sanskrit created an 
imaginary of essential Indian culture and literature, at the vyavaharika level, it 
excluded the powerless whose voice was never heard while the vernacular 
languages, which gave a voice to the non-formal or non- textual cultures, 
increasingly began to envision themselves as classical languages and attempted to 
replace Sanskrit. This phenomenon is not limited to the process of vernacularization 
during the late first and early second millennium after Christ when Tamil, Pali, 
Prakrit, Ardhamagadhi, and several other languages began to replace Sanskrit. In 
southern India particularly, Tamil rose as a powerful vernacular medium, ousting 
Sanskrit and producing canonical literature in its own right.  

The paper then proceeds to discuss the Emperor Akbar’s vision of a united Hind and 
his version of cosmopolitanism. In the late sixteenth century, the great Mughal 
emperor Akbar and his friend Abul Fazl attempted a new syncretized religious 
framework that had not been hitherto attempted. Abul Fazl and Akbar questioned 
the claims of superiority of one religion over the other when God belonging to each 
religion was considered supreme. kbar and Abul Fazl were intellectually and 
spiritually engaged with the traditional forms of Hinduism and Islam. But they were 
also equally conversant with the philosophical basis of popular devotional 
movements in Islam and Hinduism, the Sufi and the Bhakti movements, 
respectively. Akbar and Abul Fazl identified religious bigotry and dogma as main 
factors dividing people. So, they envisioned a universal religion called Din-i-illahi. 
Mukhia clearly demonstrates how Akbar and Abul Fazl meticulously thought about 
the import of institutions and practices, which are manifestations of religions.  

The next section of the paper examines the post independence linguistic tensions 
between Hindi which was being asserted as a pan-Indian cosmopolitan language 
and Tamil a Dravidian language, as the only language in India that can rival Sanskrit 
in its antiquity, felicity of expression, richness of vocabulary, and quality of literary 
output. Tamil does not belong to the Indo-European family of languages and has a 
long history of genres of poetry, prose, drama and grammar. The movement was 
against North Indian and Sanskritic domination of which the Hindi language was 
symbolic. The paper then goes on to examine in detail, the movement in Tamil Nadu 
spearheaded by E.V. Periyar who founded the Dravida Kazhagam party which went 
on to become the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) on the quest for a separate 
Dravida Nadu, Dravidian nation to begin with and went on to establish itself as a 



powerful force in Tamil Nadu’s political geography. But what is not to be forgotten 
is the emphasis on vernacular literature, arts and culture and the Tamil pride that 
the DMK stood for during its early days. The socialist-communist movements also 
influenced the DMK. The DMK was a product of the historical times in the 1950s and 
1960s and passionately defended the Tamil culture and pride. Later, the ideal 
transmogrified into an ideology and from a cadre based party which prided itself on 
inner- party democracy powered by fierce Tamil pride the DMK became a party 
dominated by a single family in the last two decades. 

In the following sections the paper discusses the politics of Indian languages and the 
demand for the status of “classical language”. Padmanabhan uses Sydney Pollock’s 
work which critiques this trend and laments the disinterest and apathy towards 
classical languages and their histories within India. The Bhakti movement is cited as 
another instance where the strife between Sanskrit as cosmopolitan and Tamil as 
vernacular comes to the fore. The Islamic experience in India also served as an 
interesting canvas upon which the question of the vernacular and the cosmopolitan 
played itself out. The Muslim community in India also faced the problem of 
resolving the conceptual opposition between beliefs, customs and manners and a 
secular national ideal. Islam in India remained divided between the immigrant 
Muslim community and the local Muslims which culminated in the alienation of 
Muslims speaking dialects and problems in education policy, law, economy, political 
participation and social status. Romila Thapar explains the segmented nature of the 
ancient and medieval Indian society, which had been recognized by Indian rulers 
and systems of thought.  

The concluding sections of the paper attempt to re-imagine the tension between the 
vernacular and the cosmopolitan, in an attempt to provide an alternate vision. A 
brief discussion of B.R. Ambedkar’s  procedural approach to eradicate social 
discrimination and injustice considers his ability to  incorporate many legal 
provisions against untouchability, caste discrimination and other inhumane 
practices while simultaneously introducing legislations empowering the deprived 
classes, as the leader of the Indian Constitution Drafting Committee.  He was also 
influenced by the sramana opposition to caste hierarchy and religious rituals, 
especially that of Buddhism. Ambedkar’s knowledge of Buddhism as a republican 
social, political and religious movement provided him with a strong philosophical 
framework to launch an incisive critique of various discriminatory practices 
prevalent in the Hindu society.  

The strife between the formal conception of justice as Neeti and the moral 
conception of fairness as Nyaya as propounded by Amartya Sen is explored at some 
length. The concept of formal justice (neeti) and fairness (nyaya) have been 
discussed by Amartya Sen in his book “The Idea of Justice” which evaluates various 
approaches to justice as a perfect idea and not as practice. Amartya Sen’s analysis of 



neeti (formal justice) and nyaya (fairness) needs to be understood in two parts. The 
first part involves an understanding of classical Indian neeti works called 
dharmasastras, which prescribe various codes of conduct in a fractured polity, with 
innumerable castes and cultural practices and the second, the actual impact of 
dharmasastras on state-craft. The Gita beautifully expounds the tension between the 
neeti and the nyaya. The social status of various actors, their moral character, tragic 
events that defy rational justification, moral dilemma and the classic Socratic 
question whether justice is what Gods do or say or Gods act according to the dictates 
of justice illustrate some of the difficult moral issues pertaining to the neeti-nyaya 
debate. The paper went on to argue that  the present day Indian judicial system uses 
neeti and nyaya but not entirely in the classical sense. In some states, courts are 
known as Neeti-Nyayalaya. In another context, Sen’s capability approach is an 
extension of the liberalism of Rawls rather than a trenchant critique. Sen’s 
fundamental philosophical position of weak- deontology and weak-
consequentialism would also not permit him to entirely endorse Marx or other 
thinkers who approached justice in the particular context of enlightenment and 
massive industrialization. 

In conclusion, the paper summarises the shift  from the cosmopolitan to the 
vernacular, its importance for a syncretistic understanding of a multicultural India 
during the medieval period, the ascendancy of vernacular politics in the post-
independence India, the appeal to the cosmopolitan ideals by the elites and 
downtrodden alike from different vantage points that influenced the framers of the 
Indian constitution, the importance of the cosmopolitan and the vernacular in 
establishing judicial institutions and creating a constitutional morality. The neeti-
nyaya debate (justice versus fairness) should also be analyzed on the basis of the 
cosmopolitan-vernacular relationship. In the neeti-nyaya debate, India has seen 
titanic battles. Tilak and Gandhi, Tagore and Gandhi, Gandhi and Subash Chandra 
Bose, Gandhi and Ambedkar are a few historical ones. The Gandhi-Ambedkar 
debate is probably the finest and in many ways transformed India by shaping the 
Indian Constitution. 

In the discussion that followed, Rahul Rao underlined Sheldon Pollock’s motive of 
tying together language and language politics. However the question that ought to 
be asked is, do all vernaculars aspire to be cosmopolitan and vice versa? Thus, 
according to Rao, one cannot assume a particular teleology to the process and thus, 
the concentric circles metaphor is questioned. He further problematises Pollack by 
showing that though Tamil is perceived as on par with Sanskrit, it is still not a 
cosmopolitan language. Hence the problem with Pollack is that he completely 
dehistoricises Sanskrit. 

Linguistic practices, inherent exclusivity of human actions, Rorty’s premise of 
language as an interpreter, elaboration over linguistic politics, especially the variety 



practiced by Dravidian parties of Tamil Nadu and the emphasis on language rather 
than discourse were also discussed in this session. 

 

14th December, 2011 

Francesco Ragazzi 

DIASPORAS, SECURITY, CITIZENSHIP 

Dr. Francesco Ragazzi’s paper postulates that there exists a progressive 
institutionalisation of what could   be   broadly  defined   as  transnational   forms  of   
identification   and belonging,   captured   in   the   academic   literature   under   
different   labels,  i.e. transnational communities or diasporas. From the standpoint 
of citizenship, there is increasing evidence that citizenries are increasingly 
overlapping, ever less constrained by state-defined territorial limits. What are the 
implications of this phenomenon for cosmopolitan conceptions of citizenship? 

The crux of the argument is the claim that after a historical period of intense 
territorial securitisation of citizenship, which has forced both immigration and 
emigration states in a territorial straightjacket, the current developments have not 
meant  a  desecuritisation of migrant  citizens,  or the  advancement  of post- 
national/cosmopolitan values, but the opposite. The current evolution of citizenship 
has  to  be  understood  as  a  progressive  bifurcation of  the  logics  of  managing 
migration, between immigration and emigration logics. In terms of  immigration, 
immigrants  are  ever  less required to assimilate  in  order  to gain  access  to  
denizenship  or citizenship.  This however   does not mean   they   are   less   subject   
to practices   of control and surveillance. The imperatives of mobility and the 
management through community are two of the contemporary faces of neoliberal 
government through risk. What has more rarely been analysed in the literature 
however, is the other side of citizenship practices in relation  to migration;  and  the 
constitutive  relationship  between immigration  and emigration  contexts  for the 
shaping  of  contemporary  citizenship.  In emigration contexts, indeed, the 
loosening of the straightjacket has meant the appearance of what could be defined as 
forms of post-territorial citizenship: policies of diaspora inclusion or “global nations” 
premised on a de-territorialised, ethnic conception of citizenship, and a novel 
exclusion of unwanted, territorialised ethnic groups. 

Discussing various debates around citizenship and belonging, both nationalistic and 
non- nationalistic forms, Ragazzi suggests that  the   main   problem   with   the   
debate   around   post-national   and   cosmopolitan citizenship  is  that,  
paradoxically,  both sides  seem  to  assume  that  the  relation between citizenship, 
security and migration is necessarily territorial. Namely, the debate revolves around 



the dichotomous positions in which the territorial state is either relevant or no longer 
in the attribution and the guarantee of rights linked to citizenship. In this context, the 
state is a territorialised entity, either weakened or still  resistant  to transnational  
flow in  its  capacities,  and  in  particular  the one  of providing  security.  His  main  
disagreement  with  authors from both sides  of the debate  is  that the modification  
in  the ways the state  operates  has been obscured, and relies on an out-dated 
understanding of the state as territorially bound.  The paper further argues that 
contemporary practices of power are not withering away or resisting processes of 
transnationalisation; they are following similar transnational trajectories. More  
specifically,  the  contemporary  reorganisation  of  the  relation between  identities, 
borders  and  orders  should  be  understood  as the progressive abandonment of the 
territory and territorialised societies as the central concern of government  in  favour 
of a  communitarian and a post-territorial management  of populations. What is 
taking place is therefore less the triumph of cosmopolitan or multicultural norms 
than shifts in the rationalities of government. 

Using Foucault’s genealogical method, Ragazzi explores the question of the 
rationalities of power,distinguishing three overlapping  yet distinct  rationalities:  a  
first  in  which citizenship  is  mostly  conceived  as  an extension  of the  body  of the  
sovereign,  which is termed the  sovereign rationality;  a  second,  the  disciplinary  
moment  offers  an  account  of  territorial citizenship understood as strictly enforced 
territorial security – referred to as the territorial  rationality  and   finally,   the  third;  
contemporary developments highlight a period  in  which  immigration  and  
emigration  problems  are reformulated as independent from the territorial referent, 
in which mobility is no longer   constrained,   but   no   less surveilled through the 
governmentalised management   of   mobility   and   dispersion, which is termed  the 
governmenatlised rationality. 

Ragazzi suggests that there has been a successful political program of territorial 
exclusivity   at  least   until   roughly   World War   II.   Two  processes   –  both 
underpinned  by a concern  to  defuse  conflicts  generated  by modern  principles  of 
sovereignty – can be distinguished. A first matter has been the question of settling 
citizenship questions perceived as a security threat to states; it has resulted in the 
progressive  abolition  of the principle  of perpetual  allegiance to the profit  of the 
freedom of choosing  one’s  citizenship.  The  second  matter,  reinforcing  this  first 
evolution,  has been the  resolution  of issues  linked  to national  heterogeneity  of 
citizenship, perceived as a security threat to the cohesion and survival of the nation 
or the “race”.  It has led to the enforcement of the principle of mutually exclusive, 
homogeneous citizenries on territorially defined states. Following this, the paper 
tries to demonstrate  how  the  evolution  in  the  contemporary rationality  and  
practices  of government have brought about a bifurcation between immigration and 
emigration contexts in the relation between citizenship and security: in the former 



context it is progressively   becoming   one   element   among   others   for  the  
management   of populations; in the latter it is becoming the technology of choice to 
enforce forms of what Ragazzi terms post-territorial citizenship. 

In  the  relation  between immigration and  emigration states, the paper argues, the 
literature  often emphasises  the opposition between jus sanguinis and jus solis as the 
main principle of tensions in regard to dual or multiple citizenship. Of course, these 
regulatory mechanisms played a role in the incorporation of immigrants and their 
involuntary preservation of citizenship as emigrants. Yet, until the turn of the 19th 
century, one can argue that the main stake – and perceived source of insecurity – is  
probably to be found  in the very ability  to decide  upon one’s  inclusion  or 
exclusion  as a  subject  of a sovereign. What is challenged by the principle of mutual 
territorial exclusion of citizenship is therefore precisely this sovereign right, which is 
progressively transferred from the sovereign  to the  citizen.  . Starting at the end of 
the 19th century,  national diversity was progressively framed as threatening two 
aspects of political life. First, heterogeneity on the national territory came to be 
considered a problem of allegiance  and  loyalty.15  For immigration countries,  it  
became  the fear  of the “fifth  column”:  the  idea  that  certain  ethnic groups,  by 
preserving  their  ethno- national identities, posed a threat to national security. A 
second fear, characteristic of the beginning of the 20th century, was the fear of the 
corruption of the culture or the nation, or in the  most  extreme  versions, the  “race”. 
Through biological metaphors, only the adequacy between nation and territory came 
to be considered as a healthy form of political existence,  the  others  as  pathologic  
and  therefore  threatening. Both immigration and emigration states devised 
solutions to these problems, and these all pointed to territorial, nationally 
homogeneous citizenries. Both these problems called for responses to ensure the 
territorial and homogeneous existence of nations. 

The  widespread  territorial  rationality,  more specifically,  has brought  together  
immigration  and  emigration  states  in  securing their citizenries in mirror-like 
practices of homogenisation. Yet, the overall decline of the welfare  state  and  the 
failure  of socialist economies  have  given  rise  to the progressive diffusion of what 
is commonly called a neoliberal or ‘advanced liberal’ form of governmentality, 
intended not only as an economic doctrine but as a form of government  Two 
important changes have  come  about with  this  new  political  economy.  First,  the 
economic frame of reference for what it is to be governed is no longer thought of 
purely in terms  of  national  territories;  that  is,  competition  is  no  longer  
predominantly international,   but  local,   regional   and  transnational.   Hence,   
policies   oriented towards providing welfare are progressively dismantled and 
become segmented in service  to particular  professional  sectors,  geographic locales 
or types of activity. Second,  the  ‘advanced  liberal’  political  economy  brings about 
the  idea  that individuals  are  no  longer  to be  passively  and  collectively  



governed  through  the impersonal  figure  of the state but that instead  they should 
be active in their own government. Forms of allegiance and responsibilities are 
therefore oriented towards the local, and circles of solidarity are increasingly located 
in the community. citizenship   has   become   mostly  an   indicator   of   geographic 
provenience, to be correlated with other elements such as travel record, age and sex 
or dietary preferences. In a sense, the belief in biometrics and the anticipation of the 
future is giving less and less importance to alleged feelings of foreign  loyalty  and  
increasingly  inscribes  practices  of  security  in  the  body  of travellers and their 
data double, rather than a citizen. The contemporary era is marked by the 
progressive unbundling of territory, identities and political orders. Yet the  
consequences of this process for citizenship should not be interpreted as the 
emergence of cosmopolitan norms and the desecuritisation of citizenship, but rather 
as a redistribution of the features of citizenship. 

Dr. Lata Varadarajan was the discussant for the session and observed that Ragazzi 
explores new forms of citizenship that break from conventional notions of the 
concept. She also acknowledges that the concepts of citizenship, territory and 
belonging are politically volatile. Varadarajan identified the focus of the paper to be 
migration, territory and the question of security, wherein Ragazzi has employed a 
Foucauldian methodology and identified three distinct but overlapping forms of 
rationality, namely, sovereign, territorialised and governmentalised rationalities. 
Given this epistemological assumption adopted by Ragazzi, Varadarajan posed 
certain questions regarding the methodology he brings to the paper. Firstly, she 
perceives the rationalities of power as paradoxical aspect of power. She 
acknowledges that Ragazzi has been very attentive to historic norms, however, at 
the same time, she experiences a strange sense of ahistoricity when rationalism 
comes into play. Secondly, Varadarajan sought a clarification on how the history of 
imperialism and colonialism affected migration. Finally, Varadarajan questions 
whether the process by which post-territorial boundaries are secured is connected to 
the gradual notions of liberal citizenship. 

Ragazzi clarified that his paper was focussed on laying out a hypothesis by 
empirically looking at ‘fields of power’. Regarding the question on imperialism, he 
clarified that it was the same people who were perpetrating the injustices in the 
centre as well as the periphery. 

 

Latha Varadarajan 

The “domestic abroad”  and the limits of cosmopolitanism 

Dr. Latha Varadarajan’s paper begins with the premise that citizenship can no longer 
be confined to territorial or national visions and can only be conceived of in global 



terms. A cursory glance at global politics at the turn of the twenty-first century gives 
some credence to cosmopolitan claims. In the past few decades, a large number of 
countries – the People’s Republic of China, Russia, Mexico, Italy, Tunisia, Morocco, 
India, Jordan, Hungary, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and Poland, to name but a 
few – have been actively involved in crafting policies that seemingly recognize and 
seek to overcome the territorial limits to political belonging. Attempting to 
institutionalize their relationship with populations that migrated from their 
territories, those constituted as “diasporas”, state actors have embraced policies such 
as granting dual citizenship, creating ministries for diaspora affairs allowing them to 
participate in domestic elections,  policy-making and reserving seats for them in the 
national legislature. The adoption of what has been characterized as “transnationally 
informed policy-making” opens up the realm of domestic politics to groups that 
were traditionally excluded primarily because of their location “outside” the 
territorial boundaries of the nation-state.  This in turn, seems to make the distinction 
between “inside” and “outside” – a distinction regarded as a crucial constitutive 
feature of the international system increasingly irrelevant. The paper proceeds to 
challenge this view by suggesting that it is a peculiar form of transnationalism in 
that it poses a serious challenge to the predominant conception about the nature and 
effects of this process on global politics, as understood by cosmopolitan theorists. It 
is a form of transnationalism that is very much rooted in circuits of global capital, is 
driven by the state, and is national in origin, character, and aspirations. It is aimed at 
extending not only the boundaries of the imagined community of nation but also the 
extent of the state’s authority. Its paradoxical effect is therefore to strengthen, rather 
than undermine, the foundations of the nation-state system. In this sense, far from 
fulfilling the promises of cosmopolitanism, as she argue in her paper, what she terms 
the “domestic abroad” serves to reveal its limitations both as theory and as a 
political project.  The paper points out the underlying cosmopolitan logic of diaspora 
studies, which has led to scholars largely ignoring the role of diasporas in the re- 
inscription of the existing political order. It also traces the production of the Indian 
domestic abroad to illustrate the way in which it represents a powerful (albeit 
contradictory) reassertion of the nationalist imaginary and state authority in the 
current stage of development of global capitalism.  

Focussing on the role of diasporic populations in creating the global cosmopolitan 
order, the paper then explores the contentious notions of territorial identity, 
nationhood and cultural purity through the work of various scholars notably that of 
Arjun Appadurai and Kwame Anthony Appiah along with other cultural studies 
and postcolonial scholars such as Stuart Hall, Paul Gilroy and Homi Bhabha. The 
concepts of hybridity, fragmentation and the disintegration of “cultural purity” are 
especially important to the diasporic condition and consequently to the crucial links 
that are being made between the diasporic citizen as embodying the cosmopolitan.  



Varadarajan argues that this celebratory view of cosmopolitanism, seductive and 
convincing though it may be, is highly problematic. She argues that, for all its 
commitment to transformation, the cosmopolitan outlook reveals itself to be one that 
is indelibly committed to the preservation of the existing status quo. Merely 
categorizing a particular orientation as “global” becomes more or less a statement of 
it being progressive and works to foreclose any closer scrutiny of what exactly that 
might mean. Notwithstanding scholarly diktat, however, questions about what is 
“good,” “progressive” or “desirable” can neither be moved to the terrain of abstract, 
moral philosophy, nor treated as having already been answered through consensus. 
They are, for better or for worse, political questions, the answers to which will be 
arrived at through on- going political struggles on a very material terrain. And while 
diasporas are certainly important actors in this struggle, there is no immediate or 
necessary connection between their mobility and their proclivity towards playing an 
emancipatory role in global politics. Another major critique revolves around 
understanding the diasporic subject position as essentially wedded to hybridity and 
hence globality; thereby ignoring the important implications of class in the diasporic 
subject position. Diasporas, as would be evident by the political activities of different 
strata of society, are not unified, monolithic entities, whose actions are determined 
by their positions as “outsiders.” Within diasporas, there exist different sociological 
layers with very different interests, which in turn situate them in very specific ways 
in the existing political order. To understand what kind of political actors members 
of diasporas could be – reinforcements for the existing status quo, essential elements 
of a more progressive world order etc. – we therefore need to go beyond the hailing 
of hybrid subject positions and consider seriously the question of what exactly the 
changing “world historical context” means in terms of social relations and how that 
might be affecting the very structure of the nation-state system. Finally the paper 
contends that the nation state is still an integral part of the modern political order, 
and cannot simply be willed away from diasporic theorisation. Alluding to the 
recent steps taken by various National governments to acknowledge the extension of 
citizenship; The rhetoric of “global nations” far from being similar to the rhetoric of 
“global citizens” is, in fact, its exact opposite. In the context of the neoliberal re-
structuring of the state, thus, the re-articulation of bourgeois hegemony made 
essential a diasporic re-imagining of the nation. It is these two on-going, 
simultaneous processes have resulted in the production of the Indian domestic 
abroad, centered around the new subject, “the global Indian.” While seeming to 
celebrate a borderless world, it actually hails a bounded political community. While 
seeming to celebrate an expansive – perhaps even universal – notion of citizenship, it 
presents new forms of exclusion. In that sense, the domestic abroad phenomenon, in 
all its glory, challenges the very idea of cosmopolitanism in general, and diasporic 
cosmopolitanism in particular. 



Francesco Ragazzi commenced the discussion by enumerating the key highlights of 
Varadarajan’s paper. Firstly, her paper highlights the commonly held assumption 
that being outside automatically implies being emancipatory. Secondly, being 
outside and hybrid need not necessarily translate as being outside class. And finally, 
she underlines the notion that the state is territorially a fixed entity. The Indian 
partition provides a reading on inclusion and development of diasporic politics that 
witnessed a shift from catering to the interests of the dominant bourgeois to 
understanding the constitution of the national. Given the ontological primacy of 
rights-bearing subjects, Ragazzi sought to understand if the current developments in 
India go against its moral obligations, taking issue to the fact that these 
developments are neither cosmopolitan nor internationalist. Is this problem ethically 
constructed? Another point that Ragazzi notes is that much of the literature on 
cosmopolitanism deals with ‘diasporic agency’ and wanted Varadarajan to 
extrapolate further on this agency in the light of the organisation of global capital 
and redefinition of the nation state. Apart from this, Ragazzi sought Varadarajan to 
elaborate on the normative elements that constituted the ‘domestic abroad’. 

The discussion that ensued dealt with understanding traditional liberalism in the 
context of cosmopolitanism, the emergence of proletarian internationalism, 
normative cosmopolitanism and the role of economics in this discourse on global 
capital. It was recognised that there is no longer ‘an outside’ to the world. 
Sociologists such as Zygmunt Bauman and Ulrich Beck have shown that in 
traditional liberalism, the ‘outside’ was central to the liberal epistemology. However, 
neo-liberalism sheds the outside. It is this transition that makes it imperative to 
understand the relationship between the liberal and cosmopolitanism. This further 
led to the discussion on global capital and migration and fundamentally, the role of 
economics and economic ideals in a democratic transnational set-up. Was the 
transnational set-up breeding proletarian internationalism? The discussion also 
explored normative cosmopolitanism’s compatibility with Marxist materialism, a 
feature discussed in Immanuel Wallerstein’s Utopistics (1998). The session was 
concluded by Varadarajan by pointing out that the solution lies in finding answers 
in the historical experiences of the past. 


